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Fact file

100

%

1,527
Number of U.K. MiPs supervised by
CIMA (renewals)

Percentage of CIMA’s supervised population that is risk assessed by
CIMA to determine the level of risk associated with their practice

Seven Members in Practice were taken through the CIMA Conduct
processes resulting in four expulsions and three other sanctions.
Costs orders totalling £57,947 were imposed.

£57,947

100

%
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100% of supervised MiPs
provided basic disclosures,
meeting their obligation to
confirm that they have no
criminal convictions.

23

site visits took
place. 22 Members
in Practice were
assessed as
compliant with the
Money Laundering Regulations. One
failed to complete remedial actions
and was referred to CIMA Conduct.

3

comprehensive reports on
CIMA’s supervisory activity were
received and endorsed by the
Professional Standards Committee
and subsequently CIMA Council the highest level of CIMA governance.
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Money Laundering exploits the vulnerable
This report describes CIMA’s work to help members prevent and
report money laundering in line with our obligations under the Money
Laundering, Terrorist Financing and Transfer of Funds (Information on
the Payer) Regulations 2017 (the Money Laundering Regulations or
MLRs). Our work in preventing money laundering and terrorist financing
is overseen and supported by the Office for Professional Body
Anti-Money Laundering Supervision (OPBAS).
The report covers the monitoring and supervision of U.K.-based CIMA
Members in Practice who are not supervised by other bodies for AML
purposes. It covers the reporting period April 2019 to April 2020. This
report supplements the CIMA statutory annual supervision report
provided to Her Majesty’s Treasury (HMT).
Serious and organised crime undermines economies, threatens the
prosperity of businesses and the safety of communities, often targeting
the most vulnerable citizens. It is a fundamental threat to the country’s
future security, resilience and prosperity, estimated to cost the U.K.
economy £37 billion per year.
Money laundering is a key component of such crime and underpins a
significant amount of criminal activity. Without the ability to convert
the proceeds of illegal activity into clean money and introduce it
into the wider legitimate economy, much crime would of course be
pointless. The scale of the threat is becoming ever more complex, as
criminals seek to co-opt professionals, including accountants, in money
laundering schemes and adapt to countermeasures.
The proceeds of crime are almost always the result of some form of
exploitation of the vulnerable, whether through modern slavery, human
trafficking, theft, scams or drugs. Failure to tackle the problem simply
encourages further such exploitation.
At the same time, constant vigilance is required to stay one step ahead
of the criminal community and close off avenues for money laundering.
Criminals adapt to anti-money laundering measures and attempt to
exploit advances in technology, often hiding in plain sight. This threat
extends to terrorist financing as well, as illicitly-derived assets may be
used to support dangerous organisations or fund terrorist attacks.
CIMA has a full programme of guidance and information for all
members, but at the forefront of the campaign to identify, prevent and
disrupt money laundering are CIMA’s Members in Practice. The Money
Laundering Regulations require professional bodies to supervise their
practising accountants to ensure compliance. CIMA was appointed by
HM Treasury as an AML Supervisor in 2007 and we are assisted in this
by our regulator the Office of Professional Body Supervision (OPBAS)
along with law enforcement and through our collaboration with other
professional accountancy bodies.
Andrew Harding, Secretary General, CIMA
AML Supervision Annual Report: 2019 – 20
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1

 IMA as an Anti-Money Laundering (AML)
C
professional body supervisor
1.1 CIMA Members in Practice

Most CIMA members are management accountants
employed in business for a salary and are not required
to be supervised by us for AML purposes.
Those members who elect to provide accountancy
services for fees directly to members of the public
and businesses are required by regulation to hold
a CIMA practising certificate and meet additional
supervision requirements. These are known as
Members in Practice (MiPs). CIMA ensures that the
majority of MiPs based in the U.K. comply with the
Money Laundering Regulations (MLRs), through
supervision by our Professional Standards team.
A few MiPs are supervised by Her Majesty’s Revenue
and Customs (HMRC) or another professional
accountancy body if they have a membership with
that body.
CIMA’s role as an AML Supervisor is overseen by
OPBAS.
CIMA supervises individual MiPs rather than firms
(entities). Any MiP running an accountancy practice
is nonetheless accountable to CIMA for AML
compliance by the practice and its staff.

During reporting period 2019–20:

1,527
1,459
Members in Practice

Renewals

68

New applications

For the reporting period 2019–20 there
were 1527 CIMA Members in Practice
supervised by CIMA in the U.K. This
comprised 1459 renewals of MiP status
and 68 new applications approved.
CIMA will not progress an application
until all mandatory information is received
and assessed to be acceptable.
During this reporting period nine
applications were rejected.

AML Supervision Annual Report: 2019 – 20
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1

 IMA as an Anti-Money Laundering (AML)
C
professional body supervisor
1.2 Who we supervise

Number of staff
70%

69%

This section provides some information about the
MiPs and their practices, illustrating the practice
make-up, the type of work they undertake and typical
client profiles. These are used to establish a risk rating
for each MiP. Figures for 2018 have been included
as a comparison and to illustrate that the population
does not change significantly over time.

1.2.1 Size of client base /
Annual turnover / number of staff
The majority of CIMA-supervised MiPs have a
small number of clients, low turnover and few staff,
reflecting the typical career path of CIMA Members
in Practice, who have often left or retired from
employment in order to set up their own practice.
On the other hand, MiPs, who have been practising
for a longer time may have built up a substantial
client base over time with a wider range of services
provided by a number of employees.
CIMA assigns risk values based on the ratio of clients
and turnover to the number of staff to identify any
MiP that may be attempting provide services with
insufficient staff to cover due diligence and client
risk assessment. Any high-risk value increases the
likelihood of selection for a desk-based review or visit.
Analysis of the data suggested to CIMA that some
practices did not seem to have an appropriate number
of staff for the size of MiP’s client base. We have
already refined our annual AML return for future years
to ensure that the question about number of staff is
answered properly. Future annual returns will make
clear that all staff with any involvement in assessing
client risk and undertaking due diligence are included
in the return.

23.2%

1

1-2

4.6%

5.18%

6-10

1.76%

1.7%

11-16

Annual turnover
£0-30k

36 / 35.6

£31-50

16 / 15

£51-100k

22.7 / 24.3

£101-200k

13.2 / 12.8

£201-500k

9.2 / 8.8

£501-750k

1.1 / 1.7

£171-30k

0.96 / 0.5

£1 million

0.72 / 0.94

Number of clients
1-10

36.2 / 35.6

11-50

27.4 / 27.1

51-100

16 / 16

101-150

6.2 / 5.4

151-200

4 / 5.5

201-300

4.8 / 4.5

301-500

3 / 3.1

500+

Key:
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23.91

2018

2.3 / 2.3
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1

 IMA as an Anti-Money Laundering (AML)
C
professional body supervisor
1.2 Who we supervise
1.2.2 Company type
This chart gives an indication of the type
of company within which MiPs typically
practise. We do not assign a risk value
to this information, but it helps CIMA
to further understand its supervised
population.

Company type
Sole Practitioner

28
26.1
Limited Liability Partnership

0.88
0.65
Partnership

2.1
2.1
Limited Company

69.1
71

Key:

2018

2019

Testimonial 1
Julie Bickerdyke, FCMA CGMA, Managing Director,
Not Just an FD Ltd, Sheffield
As a CIMA MiP I have a legal obligation to comply with the Money Laundering Regulations.
It’s important to keep up to date with changes to the regulations and refresh your
knowledge regularly. The supervision requirements can be onerous and the annual return is
lengthy, reflecting the complexity of the legislation, but CIMA tries to make the process as
smooth as possible.

AML Supervision Annual Report: 2019 – 20
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1

 IMA as an Anti-Money Laundering (AML)
C
professional body supervisor
1.2 Who we supervise
1.2.3 Client Risk Profiles
CIMA collects information on the nature of MiP clients
and the services offered by the MiP population.
This assists CIMA in identifying which MiPs represent
a higher risk and is used to inform which practices
are chosen for DBRs and visits. The majority of the
supervised population does not have any high-risk

MiPs with High Risk Clients

clients. Such practices typically only offer services
such as bookkeeping, payroll and tax services
in addition to the core business of management
accountancy, which includes forecasting and
business development advice.

MiPs offering High Risk Services

Dealing with agents or representatives of clients

Offerning services relating to transactions of properties

1.6

1.27

1.2

1.2

Clients of high net worth

Holding client money of assets

1.2

5.75

1.7
Clients based in high risk jurisdictions

6.3
Bookkeeping

10

87

0.14

86.7

Politaically exposed persons

Payroll

0.95

68

1

71.6

Clients not met face to face

Tax

14

62.1

14.3

62.6

Significantly cash based clients

Financial and mgt accounting

1.3

95

1.3

94

None of the above

57
56.9

AML Supervision Annual Report: 2019 – 20
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2

CIMA’s approach to supervision
2.1 Entry to the Register
2.1.1 Fit and proper persons
(i) Entry into AML Supervision

(ii) Gatekeeper role

CIMA only registers individuals wishing to offer
accountancy services subject to the Money
Laundering Regulations if they are already
members of CIMA. Entry into membership of
CIMA requires not only the passing of exams but
the declaration of any criminal convictions. CIMA
members make an annual declaration that they
have not been subject to criminal proceedings,
proceedings by any other body or tribunal and
that they have not been subject to director
disqualification or insolvency proceedings ,or
equivalent. Anyone found to have been subject to
any proceedings and who has not declared it may
be taken through CIMA’s disciplinary procedures.
In this way we ensure that all members remain
fit and proper persons to act as management
accountants.

It is important that CIMA MiPs meet our
requirements for continuing participation in
the profession. CIMA takes immediate action
when notified that a MiP has received a criminal
conviction, become insolvent or has been
disqualified as a director. Such notifications
may come from a self-declaration under CIMA
Regulation 19 or from a third party. Each case
is examined and appropriate action is taken to
ensure that the public is protected and if necessary
members are prevented from practising under the
auspices of CIMA.

CIMA runs regular checks on members to identify
those that may be practising without being
registered. We require unregistered MiPs to register
within 28 days or to cease offering services.
If they do not comply, they are referred to our
Professional Conduct team and risk receiving a
disciplinary sanction up to and including expulsion
from membership.
Every applicant for AML supervision is checked
against the FCA’s SIS database (see section 4.2
below) for any evidence of involvement in financial
crime or other regulatory action against them.

AML Supervision Annual Report: 2019 – 20

Expulsion from the profession for any reason
means automatic removal of any practising
certificate. Any expelled member is therefore no
longer supervised for AML purposes (and therefore
will be breaking the law if they continue to provide
accountancy services to the public).
CIMA keeps a record of MiPs who are sanctioned
for misconduct which may linked to any of the
criteria we apply under risk-based AML supervision.
For example, if a finding of misconduct includes
bad record keeping, this may mean that the
MiP is vulnerable to money launderers and may
require a visit to check that their processes meet
requirements.

cimaglobal.com/antimoneylaundering
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2

CIMA’s approach to supervision
2.1 Entry to the Register
2.1.2 The CIMA AML Annual Return
The CIMA Annual AML Return is the primary way in which we assess risk
associated with MiPs. The return identifies areas of higher risk for money
laundering and was developed from the CIMA Risk Based Strategy (covered under
Section 3.2.1) The return is used to assess risk for new applicants and amend risk
profiles for those renewing their MiP status annually. In this way CIMA is able to
assess the inherent risk of each MiP’s practice and amend it each year.
The Annual Return includes sections on:
MiPs with high-risk clients
MiPs providing high-risk services
MiPs with clients that have beneficial owners, officers and managers (“BOOMs”)
 iPs providing TCSP services
M
(which are added to the HMRC TCSP Register in line with regulatory requirements)
 ractice profile (including number of staff, size of client base and annual turnover to
P
ensure that the practice has the resources to comply with the MLRs)
 hether the practice has more than one office – to ensure that the MiP has the
W
requisite processes in place consistently across the practice and the necessary
staff training in place)
Whether the MiP has more than one business
The MiP’s perception and understanding of their risk

CIMA also undertakes independent checks of BOOMS and directorships through
Companies House, as well as taking a member’s conduct into consideration.

AML Supervision Annual Report: 2019 – 20
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2

CIMA’s approach to supervision
2.1 Entry to the Register
2.1.3 Application for New and Renewed MiP Status
Applicants are required to provide evidence of all mandatory requirements
for registration which include standard terms of engagement, and evidence
of professional indemnity insurance.

In the reporting
period 2019–20,
nine applicants were
not accepted onto
the register.

There are specific AML requirements in addition to the Annual Return. New
MiPs are required to provide CIMA with:
Their practice AML policy
Their practice client due diligence policy and process
Their practice AML risk assessment
 declaration to confirm that they are aware and up to
A
date with financial sanctions
A criminality check (DBS)

Renewing MiPs are required to declare that they have up-to-date versions
of the above documents and to declare if they have been subject to criminal
proceedings in the intervening year.
In the absence of the above:
New applicants’ registrations are not progressed and checks are made to
ensure that they are not practising without being registered; and
E xisting MiPs are not allowed to renew until they have completed the annual
return and provided any other required documentation. Any MiP failing to
renew by the annual deadline has their practising certificate suspended and
is not allowed to practice. MiPs failing to meet this deadline are required to
begin the application process as if they were a new applicant.

Renewal of MiP status takes place annually to ensure that practising
accountants continue to have appropriate processes and documentation in
place to meet CIMA and external requirements. The process enables
CIMA to monitor members who do not renew to check if they are still
working in practice and take appropriate enforcement action.
For renewals, in addition to standard renewal documentation, MiPs are
required to fill in an annual AML return and make a declaration that they
meet the requirements for continuing professional development, ethical
standards and that their practice continues to have up to date AML
procedures, policies and documentation.

AML Supervision Annual Report: 2019 – 20
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CIMA’s approach to supervision
2.2 CIMA’s Risk Based Approach to Supervision
2.2.1 Risk Based Approach (RBA) Strategy
Effective, risk-based supervision is an essential part
of a strong anti-money laundering system and is
mandated in the MLRs, supported by guidance from
the OPBAS Sourcebook. CIMA has a
risk-based approach (RBA) strategy which was
revised and approved by CIMA’s Professional
Standards Committee (PSC) in January 2020 and
CIMA Council, the highest tier of CIMA governance in
February 2020.
CIMA’s RBA strategy is based upon the following
guidance from the FATF:
 isk Based Approach for the Accounting
R
Profession Guidance
(June 2019 – and produced by a drafting group cochaired by a representative from OPBAS); and
Guidance on Risk Based Supervision (March 2021).

The risk-based approach (RBA) is central to the
effective implementation of the FATF International
Standards on Combating Money Laundering and the
Financing of Terrorism and Proliferation, which were
adopted in 2012.
CIMA also utilised the U.K. Government’s National Risk
Assessment (NRA) 2017 to assess risks relevant to this
reporting period.
CIMA is also a member of the Anti-money Laundering
Supervisors’ Forum (AMLSF) a group comprising
professional body supervisors from the legal and
accountancy sectors and the Gambling Commission.
Within this sits the Accountancy AML Supervisors’
Group (AASG). These bodies exist to share
information and promote consistency of supervision
amongst the accountancy Professional Body
Supervisors (PBSs) and to share risks identified in
U.K. industries and businesses.

CIMA undertakes an external risk assessment
each year, which identifies potential risks of money
laundering and threats to the supervised population’s
compliance with the MLRs. This is updated annually
and documented separately using sources from
the stakeholders and sources described above.
CIMA’s objective is to identify which members of the
supervised population represent the highest risk,
based upon AML annual return analysis and to ensure
compliance in this population. Members in Practice
classed as low risk are not exempt from monitoring
either – we conduct check on a random sample of
this group every year in order to ensure that they
have been correctly categorised and that our risk
assessment process remains effective.
The CIMA RBA applies the following steps:
1. Risk identification and assessment – identifying
ML/TF risks facing a firm, given its clients, services,
countries of operation, also having regard to publicly
available information regarding ML/TF risks and
typologies
2.Risk management and mitigation – identifying and
applying measures to effectively and efficiently
mitigate and manage ML/TF risks
3.Ongoing monitoring – putting in place policies,
procedures and information systems to monitor
changes to ML/TF risks
4. Documentation – documenting risk assessments,
strategies, policies and procedures to monitor,
manage and mitigate ML/TF risks

Beneath the Risk Based Approach Strategy sits
CIMA’s risk assessment methodology, desk-based
review process and visits protocols.

CIMA identifies further risks through engagement
with law enforcement via its membership of an
Intelligence Sharing Expert Working Group (ISEWG).

AML Supervision Annual Report: 2019 – 20
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2

CIMA’s approach to supervision
2.2 CIMA’s Risk Based Approach to Supervision
2.2.2 Risk Assessment Methodology

For the 2019–20 reporting period the
following clusters of MiPs were identified.

To operate the strategy described above, CIMA bases its risk
assessment values on a standardised risk matrix developed by
the AASG, which has been adapted and enhanced by CIMA to
identify risks typical to a population of management accountants
in practice. The risk-based assessment methodology is reviewed
each year against the risk-based strategy. In this way values may
go up or down and new risks are assigned an appropriate value
each year.

1302

The CIMA process allows CIMA to risk assess every supervised
member individually for risks inherent in their practice and client
base. On the basis of the risk assessment, a number of MiPs are
selected each year for a more comprehensive desk-based review
and/or a practice visit, for instance if they provide ambiguous
answers or if cross referencing annual return answers raises
cause for concern. A higher risk rating is applied to any member
that has previously been found to be non-compliant with CIMA’s
CPD requirements and/or has a current or historical conduct
“flag”, on the basis that some conduct issues may indicate a
lax or negative attitude to compliance with AML requirements.
Previous remedial action requirements may be taken into
consideration even if the member has completed these.
MiPs granted supervised status are assessed for compliance
with the MLRs and are risk assessed at the time of their first (and
ongoing) renewal.
Whilst CIMA concentrates upon high-risk practitioners, in line
with the risk-based approach, a random sample of the AML
process documents of low-risk members are also scrutinised
annually to ensure that the standard of compliance is good in this
cluster of members.

82

5
High risk

Medium risk

Low risk

The methodology applies risk values to the criteria described in
Section 3.1.2 above:

AML Supervision Annual Report: 2019 – 20
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CIMA’s approach to supervision
2.2 CIMA’s Risk Based Approach to Supervision
2.2.3 Risk profile for the CIMA supervised population

2.2.4 Desk Based Review Process

We assign risk values to the data we collect and
combine this with the other risk management
information we hold. Each MiP is then rated either
high, medium or low risk.

For this reporting period CIMA’s desk-based
review was applied to all applicants and
following this only those assessed as compliant
were admitted to the supervisory regime.
The desk-based review involves checking the
documentation required before registration can
proceed, in particular:

The feedback we receive about the accuracy of our
risk assessment (from DBRs, visits, information
received from relevant conduct cases and via
information sharing with other regulators) suggests
that our processes are robust and that the level of risk
presented by CIMA MIPs remains relatively consistent
year on year.

AML/CTF Policy
Practice AML Risk Assessment
Client Risk Assessment
 he required declarations on BOOMs
T
and criminality check

Overall AML risk - CIMA MiPs
100

2%

90

0.5%

9%

5.5%

89%

94%

80
70
60
50
40
30
20

In the reporting
period for 2019—
2020, 77 Desk Based
Reviews were carried
out on new applicants
for the register

10
0

Key:

High
2018

Medium

Low

2019

Through robust scrutiny of higher risk MiPs and
checking of new applications to ensure compliance
with the MLRs, we are confident that our supervisory
regime helps MiPs to reduce risk. We anticipate that
this continuing work will reduce the number of MiPs
assessed as higher risk category in due course.
While there will always be legitimate clients who
are nonetheless high-risk (e.g., politically exposed
persons or those of high net worth), we can still
take steps to ensure MiPs to adopt appropriate
safeguards against the risk of money laundering, and
are therefore compliant with the MLRs, and enforce
against those who do not

AML Supervision Annual Report: 2019 – 20
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CIMA’s approach to supervision
2.2 CIMA’s Risk Based Approach to Supervision
2.2.5 Visit Process
Regulations 18 and 19 of Schedule 6 of the Money
Laundering Regulations require supervised
accountants to have policies and procedures in place
to ensure that risk is managed appropriately. Failure
to meet these requirements is a criminal offence, and
contravenes CIMA’s Member in Practice Rule 9,
which may also lead to enforcement action. A
selection of MiPs each year receive a site visit to
scrutinise their AML documents and procedures to
ensure that these are appropriate to the risks of the
practice. MiPs selected for a site visit are advised
of any improvements required to reduce the risk to
the practice and remain compliant with legislation.
Though CIMA always endeavours to help MiPs
understand their obligations under the Regulations,
persistent failure to meet the obligations is dealt with
by enforcement action.
MiPs who are selected under the annual programme
of visits are required by the MiP Rules to cooperate
fully with our procedures for monitoring compliance
with the provisions of these rules.

All MiPs selected for a site visit are provided with
pre-visit documentation to help them prepare. A
compliance report is produced after the visit
and detailing any improvements required. If any
weaknesses in compliance have been found, MiPs
must confirm with us that they have either remedied
the defaults or of the steps they will take to do so
within 28 days. Failure to meet this requirement
may result in a follow-up site visit and ultimately
disciplinary action under CIMA’s Professional Conduct
processes (including the suspension or removal of
the Practising Certificate and the right to operate as a
CIMA Member in Practice).
In the reporting period for 2019—2020, 23 practices
received a supervision visit.
Fourteen were assessed to have an acceptable level
of compliance and nine were assessed as noncompliant.
Following remedial action, one practice was found to
be sufficiently non-compliant to warrant formal action
against the MiP.
In this reporting period, we did not find any breaches
of the MLRs sufficiently serious to warrant reporting
to law enforcement.

Testimonial 2
Bruce Burrowes, ACMA, CGMA, Chairman of CIMA’s Member in Practice Panel,
Kingston Burrowes Surbiton and Cheam
Chairman of CIMA’s Member in Practice Panel Being a MiP is a huge privilege, one we have
worked hard to ensure we meet the standards required by our clients and CIMA. Being
part of a supervised population comes hand in hand with this, and the supervision CIMA
offers is an opportunity to not only check the correct processes are in place but also an
opportunity to learn and improve.
I would encourage any MiP to embrace the supervision process for these reasons. As
learning accountants, MiPs are in a continual improvement process, and supervision needs
to be seen partly in that light but also as independent confirmation that our standards
are what we say we are. This has direct benefits for client relationships as we maintain
professional standards and proactive learning accountant persona.

AML Supervision Annual Report: 2019 – 20
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CIMA’s approach to supervision
2.2 CIMA’s Risk Based Approach to Supervision
2.2.6 Compliance with the MLRs
The purpose of AML supervision is to ensure that the
supervised population is compliant with the MLRs.
CIMA uses common AASG criteria to classify members
as compliant, generally compliant and non-compliant.
These are:
Compliant

Effective systems and controls (including training) in
place to both minimise the likelihood of the practice’s
involvement in financial crime, and report suspicious
activity, with evidence that this infrastructure is used and
reviewed for effectiveness on a regular basis.

Generally
compliant

Systems and controls (including training) in place to both
minimise the likelihood of the practice’s involvement
in financial crime, and report suspicious activity, but
improvements can be made to and/or there is a lack
of evidence to demonstrate that the infrastructure is
embedded into the practice or reviewed for effectiveness
on a regular basis.

Non-compliant

Systems and controls (including training) within the
practice are lacking to the extent that the practice would
be vulnerable to exploitation by criminals in pursuit of
disguising the proceeds of crime.

The risk-based approach described in Section 2.2
above ensures that CIMA focuses its regulatory effort
on those practitioners at highest risk of vulnerability to
money laundering.
New applicants are checked for compliance via the
desk-based review of their policies and processes prior
to being accepted as MiPs. In addition, each year,
a number of existing MiPs who are renewing their
practising certificates are also selected for
desk-based reviews or visits.

AML Supervision Annual Report: 2019 – 20
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3

Sharing Intelligence and information
3.1 General intelligence on the money-laundering landscape

CIMA is a member of several forums where best practice is shared in the fight against
money laundering and terrorist financing.
In addition to the AMLSF and AASG CIMA is a member of:
 he Intelligence Sharing Expert Working Group (ISEWG) — established by OPBAS in 2019 as a
T
forum for PBSs and law enforcement to share new and emerging risks. The Group shares the
latest intelligence from the National Crime Agency (NCA), the U.K. Financial Intelligence Unit
(U.K.FIU) and the National Economic Crime Centre (NECC). The meetings include a tactical
element for confidential disclosures relating to live investigations. CIMA does not wait for
these meetings, however, taking an approach of immediacy where intelligence needs to be
shared to identify and disrupt money laundering.
 nti-Money-laundering Europe (AME ) — Engaging directly with EU and international
A
institutions to exchange views, debate and provide inputs to policy-making on a wide range of
issues including money laundering and terrorist financing.
 ccountancy Europe’s AML working party — Accountancy Europe unites 51 professional
A
organisations from 36 countries to inform the European policy debate. CIMA was invited
to remain on the working party post-Brexit in recognition of the role that management
accountants play in Europe. Members discuss and influence Directives at European level,
particularly those relating to Money Laundering.

AML Supervision Annual Report: 2019 – 20
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Sharing Intelligence and information
3.2 Shared Intelligence between PBSs

Criminals work quickly to stay ahead of law
enforcement. For this reason it is important that
suspicions of money laundering are identified and
shared appropriately and quickly. CIMA works with
the other professional body supervisors to share
intelligence proactively with other PBSs and law
enforcement agencies. To minimise the risk of
prejudicing other investigations, we will wherever
possible share intelligence about active misconduct
investigations, not just completed cases. When
sharing information, CIMA observes the necessary
protocols and legal safeguards designed to protect
sensitive information.
CIMA subscribes to the Shared Intelligence
Service (SIS) which is administered by the U.K.’s
Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). This allows
CIMA to share intelligence about members that
are under investigation or have been expelled for
money laundering related misconduct. CIMA uses
the database to share relevant intelligence and
information about current investigations, which is
regularly updated.
Membership of SIS enables CIMA to both share
intelligence with and receive intelligence from other
professional body supervisors and law enforcement
on AML/CTF matters. As a member of SIS, CIMA
must respond to information requests from other SIS
members and pro-actively input its intelligence into
the SIS.

In the 2019–20 reporting period:

5
2

expelled members were uploaded to SIS
and reported to HMRC

members with outstanding compliance
actions were uploaded. One was uploaded
for persistent lack of compliance with
AML supervisory requirements. He then
informed CIMA that he was supervised
by HMRC and was subsequently removed
from SIS.
The other has remedial work required and
may be removed if he complies.
At the time of writing one member has
a decision pending on a SIS upload
dependent upon the provision of more
supervisory practice information.

CIMA operates a policy about the use of SIS,
informed by OPBAS guidance and approved by
CIMA’s Professional Standards Committee. The
details of Members in Practice who are expelled
from CIMA are uploaded to the system in order that
other supervisory bodies and HMRC may check their
professional body membership status.
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3

Sharing Intelligence and information
3.3 Concerns about Money Laundering in CIMA’s Supervised Population

All Supervised Members in Practice (MiPs) are
required to inform their clients and staff that CIMA
has a confidential disclosures hotline/inbox to enable
them to raise concerns in a safe way. This service is
exclusively for staff members that may be concerned
about their employer, their money laundering
reporting officer or anyone in a practice that has a
controlling function. The reporting hotline/inbox is
there to empower staff and clients to report concerns
that cannot be reported to the practice.

1

In the 2019–20 reporting period, one
confidential disclosure was received.

All Members in Practice are required to educate their
staff and clients on the existence of this hotline/
inbox. CIMA’s standard terms of engagement include
a clause informing clients of the availability of the
hotline and inbox if they have concerns about their
accountant.
Details of the hotline and inbox are here.
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4

Enforcement
4.1 Breaches of the ML Regulations

Most breaches of the MLRs by the supervised population involve failures
to comply with the requirements for documentation and record keeping.
Breaches are generally resolved by training and remedial actions (generally
producing or amending the requisite document) following a desk-based
review or visit. During this reporting period, one such visit has resulted in
CIMA bringing a conduct action against a member.

For the reporting period
2019–20, typical breaches
of the MLRs were primarily
around policies, procedures
and document keeping,
including insufficient:
 ractice risk
P
assessments
and CDD processes
 taff training
s
programmes
AML/CTF policies
Client risk assessments

Testimonial 3
Neil Hiller, FCMA, Hiller Associates,
St. Albans – Small practice
“I was pleased that the site visit by CIMA
confirmed that the due processes that we had
implemented in the practice complied with the
Money Laundering Regulations.”

AML Supervision Annual Report: 2019 – 20

Testimonial 4
Oumaduth Sauba, ACMA, CGMA,
Sauba & Daughters Co Limited,
Croydon – medium-sized practice
The CIMA MLR audit check was stressful due
to the amount of preparation required, but CIMA
was very supportive and helpful all the way
through the process. I’m now confident that we
are compliant with MLRs
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4

Enforcement
4.2 CIMA’s disciplinary procedures

As a professional body, CIMA has the power to bring disciplinary proceedings
against members when they fall short of the required standards. For the MiPs we
supervise, the required standards include compliance with the MLRs. If a member
is found guilty of misconduct as a result of disciplinary proceedings, the available
sanctions include expulsion, suspension, imposition of a monetary penalty (fines)
admonishment, reprimands or the obligation to undertake remedial actions. In
particular, as a management accountancy professional body whose members are
the custodians of financial activity, CIMA views economic crime very seriously and
takes robust and prompt action against any member considered to be in breach of
the MLRs.
Remedial action may be required following the suspension of a practising
certificate or suspension from membership of CIMA.
Inevitably as a membership organisation, CIMA is committed to supporting and
encouraging its supervised population to comply with the MLRs. As well as by
regular supervision, we do this also by providing regular guidance and information
to the membership, including publishing misconduct cases on the CIMA website.
So far, this approach has generally proved successful for the CIMA population
and, in our view, has helped ensure that members remain compliant with the
MLRs. However, where MiPs (or any other members) transgress, we will not
hesitate to take swift and effective enforcement action, including referring cases
to the police if necessary.

Testimonial 5
Peter Steel, CIMA Vice-President,
Professional Standards and Conduct and CIMA General Counsel
Our aim as the regulatory arm of CIMA is to protect the public interest and ensure that our
members provide the best possible accountancy services in compliance with the law and
the CIMA Code of Ethics. We regulate our members accordingly providing encouragement
and guidance to enable them to comply with the Money Laundering Regulations. However,
we will not hesitate to take robust measures against members who do not comply.
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4

Enforcement
4.3 Conduct cases

Since CIMA began supervising MiPs for AML compliance, we
have expelled several members from CIMA membership as
a result of criminal convictions (and in some cases, custodial
sentences) relating to money laundering.
CIMA keeps a record of MiPs found guilty of misconduct. This
includes MiPs with identified issues such as bad record keeping,
as this misconduct may increase the MiP’s risk rating and result
in a DBR or visit to assist them in reducing that risk.
We always notify HMRC if a MiP relinquishes their MiP status
after a conduct case, whether or not it is directly AML related.
All MiPs expelled from membership of CIMA are uploaded to
the FCA’s Shared Intelligence Service (SIS) database in case
they continue to provide accountancy services outside the
supervision of CIMA, HMRC or another PBS.
If there is enough evidence to support a suspicion of money
laundering, CIMA will report this forthwith to law enforcement
agencies regardless of the stage our investigations have reached.
We do not, therefore, wait for the outcome of a disciplinary
investigation before taking such action as is necessary in the
public interest. CIMA will upload the details of relevant members
to SIS at the “suspicion stage” of an investigation if the allegation
is directly related to money laundering and names are removed if
the suspicion is proved to be unfounded (see section 4.2).

In the 2019—2020
reporting period we
dealt with seven
conduct cases
involving Members in
Practice. There were
four expulsions, three
related to economic
crime other than ML
(theft and dishonesty)
and one for failure to
comply with the MLRs
comprising failure to
undertake client due
diligence and failure to
keep acceptable AML
records.
Of those members not
expelled, one received
a sanction for due
diligence failure with a
client.

MiPs subject to conduct proceedings may be selected
for a visit even if their misconduct is not directly related to
money-laundering.
During this reporting period, CIMA did not issue any fines against
MiPs as part of a disciplinary sanction. Costs assigned in MiP
disciplinary cases amounted to £57,947.
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Enforcement
4.3 Conduct cases – Continued

Disciplinary Case Studies
In August 2020, a MiP was expelled for persistent failure to register as a MiP, over a
long period of time, during which he practiced when not supervised for AML. The case
demonstrated a gross disregard for our role as regulator and rules. CIMA also imposed
costs of £1,825.00
In November 2020 a MiP was expelled for VAT fraud and failure to carry out due
diligence of client’s supply chain. The MiP was also disqualified for 12 years under
Company Directors Disqualification Act 1986 from Feb 2020. This was an instance of
serious economic crime and disregard for HMRC requirements. CIMA imposed costs of
£14,575.00.
The details of the two former members were uploaded to SIS and HMRC was informed
that they were no longer members of CIMA.

CIMA’s MiP Rules ensure that CIMA takes action against members who fail to comply
with those requirements or AML legislation. The Rules were updated in March 2020 to
enable CIMA to take swifter and more robust action to ensure that only members who
meet CIMA’s high standards are permitted to practice.
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5

Guidance for Supervised MiPs

CIMA signposts to third-party guidance as a primary source
where appropriate, supplementing this guidance with our own
where necessary for our population.
Outreach continues on a regular basis using the most relevant
media – the website, targeted emails and newsletters.
In the reporting period 2019—2020 CIMA was able to disseminate
valuable information on the dangers of exploitation by money
launderers during the coronavirus pandemic.

5.1 Guidance on registration and renewal
CIMA provides full guidance on compliance with the
requirements for registration and renewal, including AML
compliance on its website.

Testimonial 6
Garry Thickett, GMDT Business Services Ltd, Sole Director practice based in
Doncaster, Member of CIMA Professional Standards and Conduct Committee
and CIMA Council
As well as signposting to the statutory guidance, approved by Her Majesty’s Treasury and
guidance from law enforcement agencies, CIMA provides additional bespoke guidance for
its supervised population. As a busy Member in Practice, supporting businesses across
a wide range of sectors and seeking to keep clients safe from vulnerability to money
launderers, I find this additional guidance helpful.
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Guidance for Supervised MiPs
5.2 Trusted third-party sources

CIMA’s guidance on registration and renewal includes an updated AML return
each year to take account of new and emerging risks.
 IMA signposts to the HM Treasury approved Anti-Money Laundering and CounterC
Terrorist Financing Guidance for the Accountancy Sector, prepared by the Consultative
Committee of Accountancy Bodies (CCAB) and available through its website.
 KFIU’s regular COVID-19 SARs bulletins throughout the reporting period detailing
U
pandemic-related compliance requirements for MiPs and any temporary relaxation of
legal requirements.
NCA Amber alert on domestic extremism (June 2020)
FATF Digital Identity guidance (March 2020)
 he latest OFSI Office of Financial Sanctions Implementation (OFSI) T
Monetary Penalties on Financial Sanctions
 KFIU SARs in Action Magazine
U
(July and Sept 2020 CIMA sends regular signposts to the latest published issue)
 CA SARs reporter booklet providing sanitised case studies aimed at all SARs
N
submitters (Sept 2020)
NCA COVID-19 Suspicious Activity Reporting (SARs)
 KFIU first podcast on ‘SARs Frequently Asked Questions’.
U
The podcast focuses on helping reporters submit good quality SARs to provide
maximum benefit to law enforcement
 argeted emails to MLRO/practice owner on the following Joint Money Laundering
T
Intelligence Taskforce (JMLIT) alerts:
Human trafficking and modern slavery indicators (targeted email May 2020)
Pension Liberation Fraud (targeted email August 2020)
July 2020 - Illicit money from the Russian Federation (targeted email August 2020)
Other non- AML alerts cover company fraud and tax evasion (throughout the reporting period)
Small and Medium Enterprises (Q4 2020)
Trade based money laundering (Q4 2020)
Open account trade-based money laundering (Q4 2020)
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Guidance for Supervised MiPs
5.3 Understanding AML as a management accountant

CIMA’s guidance on registration and renewal includes an updated AML return each year
to take account of new and emerging risks. New questions are added as necessary, and
guidance provided on how to answer each question.
As well as signposting MiPs to external guidance, CIMA provides regular,
comprehensive guidance on AML issues, particularly on ML risks and how to spot
suspicious activity. We encourage members to act upon the guidance, making
appropriate reports when they identify potential money laundering or related suspicious
activity. In the interests of preventing the criminal community from attempting to
subvert our procedures, a significant amount of guidance is placed behind a secure
login and we promote the availability of such guidance through direct email or through
the thrice yearly MiP News. We provide reminders of the guidance available, such as the
“Tipping-Off” Offence.
CIMA provides a webnair for its supervised members and their staff — covering:
Understanding AML and the wider AML/CTF Regime
Supervision
Failing to report a criminal offence
Client risk assessments
Due Diligence (including enhanced CDD for high-risk clients/services)
Reporting Suspicious Activity
Training
Record Keeping
CIMA also provides guidance on:
The latest Money Laundering Regulations and any updates
Completing the Annual AML Return
The Criminality Test
Reporting Suspicious Activity
TCSP services/HMRC register
Minimising Risk
Frequently asked questions (FAQs)
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Guidance for Supervised MiPs
5.3 Understanding AML as a management accountant – Continued

Information communicated to Members between April 2020 and April 2021 included:
U.K. FIU COVID-19 SARs updates — April 2020
Conducting non-face-to-face CDD during COVID-19— May 2020
 pdated CDD templates available for MiPs to use for clients when undertaking CDD
U
– June 2020
CIMA AML confidential disclosures hotline and inbox — June and September 2020
 otification that MiP Quality Assurance monitoring is to begin (includes checking of
N
mandatory AML documentation) – June 2020
 pdating of the CIMA Practising Certificate to reflect AML supervision by CIMA
U
— June 2020
Companies House discrepancy reporting — June and September 2020
CIMA action taken against practicing accountants — Nov 2020
Red flag indicators for money laundering — June 2020
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Future plans for AML supervision activity

In 2021, CIMA will establish a dedicated AML Guidance Hub,
bringing all guidance into an easily accessible section on our
website to allow ease of access to all guidance, information and
requirements and act as an archive of guidance issued.
CIMA will continue to work consistently to better understand risk
through our efforts and collaboration with stakeholders across
the AML landscape.
We will be able to further strengthen our regulatory processes
through the introduction of improved technology, which will
enable improved scrutiny.
Staff continues to undertake training to keep abreast of
developments to disseminate relevant information to MiPs.
In 2020 and 2021, we will be aligning our MiP Rules more closely
with AML legislation.
For future reporting periods, we are introducing suspension
of practising certificates for late renewal or non-compliance
following a reasonable deadline of 28 days.
For future reporting periods, OPBAS has asked us to refine our
desk-based review processes to resemble a virtual visit, and work
on this is in progress.
As of 2020, CIMA has introduced a proportionate process
for fining members that fail to meet our the MLR compliance
requirements. Any MiP failing to comply with the requirements of
registration renewal or any remedial actions within 28 days has
their PC suspended and their name is uploaded to the CIMA
“find an accountant” webpage to inform the public of any
CIMA action taken against practising accountants. In this way,
potential clients of CIMA MiPs can check whether an individual’s
practising certificate has been suspended.
From 2021—22 we are introducing a cyclical visits programme.
MiPs that are considered higher risk will receive an onsite visit or
desk-based review at least once every four years.
By identifying MiPs with high-risk clients and/or offering high-risk
services, we will be able to continue to select those most in need
of higher scrutiny through DBRs and visits. We will then produce
appropriate guidance and advice, available to all, but targeted to
these individuals.
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Glossary of terms and acronyms

AASG

Accountancy AML Supervisors’ Group

AME

Anti-Money-laundering Europe

AMLSF

Anti-money laundering Supervisors’ Forum

CDD

Customer due diligence

CTF

Counter Terrorist Financing

FATF

Financial Action Task Force

FCA

Financial Conduct Authority

HMRC

Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs

ISEWG

Intelligence Sharing Expert Working Group

JMLIT

Joint Money Laundering Intelligence Taskforce

NCA

National Crime Agency

NECC

National Economic Crime Centre

OPBAS

Office for Professional Body Anti-Money Laundering Supervision

PBS

Professional Body Supervisor

RBA

Risk-Based Approach

SARs

Suspicious Activity Reports

U.K. FIU

U.K. Financial Intelligence Unit
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